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Source: slide player-did you know that the Earth wobbles 
on its axis

The zodiac is a group of constellations 
that is present behind the path which 
the sun, moon and planets traverse 
across the sky as seen from our planet 
earth.
Each astrological age covers 
approximately 25,000 years. 
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b) Those which are connected with each of the 
twelve signs which come in and out of 
manifestation every 2,500 years. EPI  p265
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when individualisation took place during the 
Lemurian, or the third root race, and the 
human family in this cycle definitely came into 
manifestation, it signified a major initiation 
for our Heavenly Man IH&S p180

The moment of conception, 
corresponding to that of 
individualisation. IHS63
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…initiation into 
spiritual existence 
IH&S p176

The first initiation, 
corresponding to the birth 
hour. IHS63
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Humanity is today participating in the preparatory tests 
for initiation, the initiation of the world disciple. 

Great is your privilege to be taking part in this. 

Forget not that eleven is the number of the Initiate and 
that today it is the eleventh house which is so 
dominant; 

forget not that Aquarius, the eleventh sign, is the sign of 
universal relationships, interplay and consciousness. 

EA p542
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Avatar of synthesis

Spirit of peace

Hovering today within the aura of our planet are certain great 
spiritual Forces and Entities, awaiting the opportunity to 
participate actively in the work of world redemption, 
readjustment and reconstruction. EXH p222
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1stsubplane

2nd subplane 

3rd subplane

4th subplane         Lower mind

5th subplane  the concretising or materialising  subplane 

The  9 petalled 
Egoic lotus

Abstract/higher mind/3rd aspect of 
the Spiritual Triad 
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